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21 GAL FLUSH-N-GO TANK
The tank is made of molded heavy duty plastic for maintenance-free long life. Incorporating
a low sleek profile. It has been designed to curve around the ATV drivers back for greater
comfort. Dual flow hook ups at the tank. A thorough cleaning of chemicals out from the tank
and lines is as simple as turning on the tap. With proper cleaning the tank will operate more
efficiently and last longer.

ATV, UTV & Tractor Mounted Sprayers.
There are several system options both include:
An innovative spring-loaded breakaway system which gently deflects and rolls
around the base plants where you do not want chemical on them. Along with
minimizing risk of mechanical damage. There is up to 90% a savings of water
with the CDA technology. They are light weight and very durable. The units are
designed for speeds of 2 1/2 mph to 6 mph.
There is an optional tilt kit that is available to angle the arm for ridged or bed
row edges.

SPRAYDOME
Right Hand Side shown below.

The Spraydome is made of durable plastic. The most common size is a 600mm
(24"). Other sizes include 400 (18"), 1000 (39") and the 1200 (48").

UNDAVINA

Right Hand Side shown below.
It is designed with a brush skirt that allows wiping of chemical to kill suckers.
There is an optional vinyl cover to protect sensitive plants from damage. It
works well over rugged terrain. The most common is the 600 (24") other sizes
include 400 (18"), 900 (35") and the 1200 (48").

SPRAYDOME 1524 (Adjustable)
The Spraydome 1524 offers an economical and effective center row weed control, as well as
orchards. The Spraydome is highly popular for controlling weeds in vineyards, roadsides,
parks and along fence lines. Universal fittings for most ATV & UTVs and tractors. The
Spraydome 1524 can be fitted with any Undavina and Spraydome series circular sprayers. The
tow behind model 1524 sprays a width of 5 'to 7'10".

Direct From The United Kingdom
The FLEXIDOME Complete
Our New Design
The Flexidome comes with tool bar that has 2 dual standard 18" (400 mm) head
carriages along with a 55 gallon tank. The Flexidome is a shielded sprayer for
weed control in small fruit grown in raised beds on plastic culture outdoors. It
comes in either CDA atomizer option for low volume spraying of post emergent's
or with Hi-Flo nozzles for spraying with pre-emergent's. Using spring loaded
circular shields that rotate freely against the bed. Flexidome is usually supplied in
a four head configuration with the ability to treat inter-row widths of 18" to 36",
using two 400mm or 600mm diameter domes per inter-row. With Flexidome’s
forward speed of 2-1/2mph 5 acres can be sprayed per hour. Traveling at 3
3/4mph 7-1/2 acres can be sprayed per hour. This offers growers significant time
and labor savings as it eliminates the need to treat the area manually.

VARIADOME
The Varidome is great for behind your ATV / UTV and tractors to do walkways of
various widths. The design incorporates shielded heads which can be
individually adjusted by rotating to allow operators to treat inter-row widths
and in wheeling areas. The tool bar configuration can also be easily changed to
fit different row widths and bed heights. Shown below is the Varidome 80 CDA
3 head system. Each head is 3 1/2 deep and 31 1/2 " long. The overall length is
about 7 1/2', with a 3 head system. With the Varidome, product is only applied
where it is needed. Not only is it better for the environment, this can also cut
chemical expenditure by 1/2 with proven 95% drift reduction. Six of these heads
can be used at once with the standard 21 gallon tank.

HAND HELD SPRAYERS
Herbidome 350

The incorporates a freely floating rotating 14" shield that powered by 4D cell Batteries. The
Herbidome works great in berries, orchards, forestry, vegetable crops, vineyards and your back yard
too.

HERBIFLEX-4

The Herbiflex-4 shown with an A90 head and 2.5 liter bottle can be used with or without a shield.
Powered with 4D cell batteries. With low to no drift. Both are great for home owners too.

InjectorDos PRO

The InjectorDos Pro is an effective method of invasive weed control ideal for
weeds with a hollow stems such as Japanese Knotweed, Giant Hogweed and
Horsetail. It is an injection applicator that allows you to "dial in" a predetermined
metered dose of liquid to kill the plant and is an effective means of treating
weeds in places adjoined by sensitive areas (e.g. close to water) or where
adjacent foliage needs to be preserved and a sprayying applaction is unsutaible.
The applicator is supplied with a compact one liter backpack with a built in in-line
tap for easy shut off of liquid, a comfortable shoulder strap and a funnel. Easy to
use and simple to maintain, InjectorDos Pro also features chemical resistant seals
for extended longevity of the injector.

